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DEPARTEMENT OF GENETICS AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 
LABORATORY OF GENE INFORMATION ANALYSIS 
 
1) Interactions among proteins involved in translesion DNA synthesis: E. OHASHI, 

K. KAMEI, T. HANAFUSA, and H. OHMORI 
      
Cellular DNAs in living organisms are constantly exposed to various genotoxic agents 
of endogenous and exogenous origins.  To cope with different DNA damages generated 
by various genotoxins, cells are endowed with multiple mechanisms for repair and 
tolerance of DNA damages.  One of DNA damage tolerance mechanisms is translesion 
DNA synthesis (TLS) by specialized DNA polymerases (mainly Y-family polymerases), 
which is carried out in co-operations with various partner proteins.  First, all Y-family 
polymerases (Polη, Polι, Polκ and REV1) were reported to interact with PCNA 
(Proliferating Cell Nuclear Antigen), a protein that is known as the sliding clamp to 
increase the processivity of many DNA polymerases.  Second, all Y-family DNA 
polymerase has one or two copies of ubiquitin-binding motif and indeed, some of the 
proteins (e.g., Polι) were shown to bind to ubiquitin.  Furthermore, Polη was reported to 
interact with Rad18, an ubiquitin ligase (E3 enzyme) that forms a complex with Rad6 
(ubiquitin conjugation enzyme, E2).  In DNA-damaged cells, PCNA is ubiquitinated by 
the Rad6-Rad18 complex, resulting in increasing affinity to Y-family polymerases.  
Finally, Polη, Polι, and Polκ bind to the C-terminal region of REV1 (as described 
below in more details).  Thus, these TLS proteins have various binding partners and the 
differences in the affinity to such partners may determine which enzyme is recruited to a 
site of DNA damage.   
     In order to compare the binding affinities of each Y-family enzyme to the partner 
protein based on yeast two-hybrid assay, we made quantitative measurement of 
β-galactosidase activity.  Among Y-family DNA polymerases, Polι was found to 
interact most strongly with either PCNA or ubiquitin.  REV1, Polη and Polι interacted 
with Rad18 at similar strength.  Polκ interacted most weakly with either one of PCNA, 
ubiquitin and Rad18.  As for binding with REV1, Polη interacted most strongly and 
Polι did second most. 
     Thus, Y family DNA polymerases show different affinities to distinct binding 
partners.  However, it is possible that DNA damage signaling may change the biding 



affinities, for example, by phosphorylation and regulates the accessibility of the TLS 
polymerases.

2) The mechanism of the interactions between hREV1 and three Y-family DNA 
polymerases:  E. OHASHI, T. HANAFUSA, K. KAMEI, and H. OHMORI 

      
As described above, Polη, Polι, and Polκ interact with PCNA and have a sequence 

similar to the consensus sequence of so-called PIP (PCNA interacting protein) box, 
which is frequently represented by Q-x-x-(I,L,M)-x-x-F-F (x is any amino acid residue).  
We and other groups have shown that Polη, Polι, and Polκ interact with a C-terminal 
region of REV1, another member of the Y-family DNA polymerases. The same 
C-terminal region of REV1 was also shown to interact with REV7, a non-catalytic 
subunit of Polζ, which is another TLS DNA polymerase belonging to the B-family.  
This has suggested us that REV1 plays a crucial role in cellular TLS events.  Unlike for 
the PCNA binding, Polη, Polι, and Polκ did not seem to have an apparent consensus 
sequence for the REV1-interaction.  However, our further experiments revealed that 
short sequences less than 10 residues are sufficient for the REV1-interaction in all of the 
three Pols.  In addition, in all cases, two consecutive phenylalanine (FF) residues were 
found to be critical for the REV1-interactions.  In contrast to the PCNA-binding 
sequence, no conserved amino acid residue is required for the N-terminal side of the FF 
motif, but the presence of several residues at its C-terminal side is essential while the 
sequence is not conserved.  Using surface plasmon resonance method, we showed that 
short synthetic peptides of the sequence derived from the REV1-binding site directly 
bind the C-terminal region of REV1.  Furthermore, such peptides did inhibit the binding 
between purified REV1 and Polκ proteins. 
     To examine the biological relevance of the interaction between REV1 and Polκ, we 
employed complementation assay using Polκ-deficient MEF (mouse embryonic 
fibroblast) cells, which exhibit increased sensitivity to BPDE (benzo[a[pyrene 
dihydroxydiol epoxide, the ultimate carcinogen of benzo[a[pyrene] and UV-irradiation.  
We observed that the sensitivities to BPDE or UV were recovered by transient 
expression of the wild-type of Polκ (in a fusion with GFP), but not by that of the 
FF567-578AA mutant deficient for the REV1-binding. 



     Thus, the inte action with REV1 is essential for in vivo functioning of Polκ.  The 
biological meaning of the REV-interactions of the three Pols needs to be elucidated by 
further investigations. 
 
3) Interaction of hREV1 with hREV7 and Polκ: T. HANAFUSA, E. OHASHI, H. 

HASHIMOTO1, and H. OHMORI (1Yokohama City University) 
 
Polζ is one of multiple DNA polymerases involved in translesion DNA synthesis 

(TLS) and composed of two subunits; the REV3 catalytic subunit and the REV7 
accessory subunit.  The REV3 subunit show a significant similarity in the amino acid 
sequence to the catalytic subunit of Polδ, the replicative DNA polymerase, so that Polζ 
is classified into the B-family, while many of other TLS DNA polymerases are 
classified inot the Y-family.  The Saccharomyces cerevisiae (sc) REV7 subunit was 
shown to increase the polymerase activity of the scREV3 catalytic subunit by 20- to 
30-fold, but the exact function of the REV7 is not yet known. The human REV7 protein 
(hereafter hREV7) has a significant similarity to the human MAD2 protein (hereafter 
designated hMAD2A), a protein involved in spindle checkpoint.  For the reason, 
hREV7 is also called hMAD2B (hMAD2L2 or hMAD2β).  In fact, Xenopus laevis 
REV7 was shown to interact with Cdh1-APC (Anaphase Promoting Complex), 
paralleling the effect of MAD2A on Cdc20-APC.  The hMAD2B has been reported to 
interact with some other proteins such as MDC9 (a metalloprotease disintegrin) and 
PRCC (papillary renal cell carcinoma).  Moreover, a recent study reported that hREV7 
interacts with Elk-1, which is a transcription regulator and targets on egr-1 or c-fos 
following exposure of cells to DNA damaging agents, and acts to promote Elk-1 
phosphorylation by the JNK MAP kinases.  Thus, hREV7 may play a critical role in 
linking TLS to cell cycle regulation or gene expression changes.  

Previously, hREV7 was shown to interact with a C-terminal domain (CTD) of 
hREV1 (approximately 100 amino-acid in the total 1251 residues).  Recently, we and 
other groups have reported that the same CTD of hREV1 interacts also with Polκ�  Polι 
and Polη.   To investigate how REV1 interacts with such many other DNA polymerases, 
we examined the structural requirements of hREV1 for the binding to hREV7.  Our 
recent experiments revealed that short sequences less than 10 residues of the three Pols 
are sufficient for the REV1-interaction, all containing the FF motif.   However, hREV7 



does not contain FF in the entire 211 amino acid sequence and furthermore, a previous 
study showed that an almost entire region of hREV7 is required for its interaction with 
hREV1.   Therefore, it seems likely that hREV1 CTD interacts with hREV7 and the 
three Pols in different manners.  Our results also suggested that a tertiary structure of 
the hREV1 CTD is required for the interaction with hREV7.  However, in a sharp 
contrast to it, we have very recently found that a sequence of REV3 as short as 14 
amino acids is sufficient for the interaction with hREV7.  Thus, hREV7 seems to have 
multiple phases to interact with different proteins.  We are now trying to purify a 
complex of hREV7 and hREV1 CTD for structural analysis.  

 

4) Possible Mechanisms for the Polκ 3’-mRNA processing: Y. S. CHAN, H. 
TANAKA , H. OHMORI 4 F F : [ ^  
 

Polκ is one of the Y-family DNA polymerases that are involved in translesion DNA 
synthesis (TLS). Polκ is able to accurately and efficiently bypass some DNA lesions 

such as dG-N2-BPDE, a bulky adduct generated by benzo[a]pyrene that is a potent 
environmental carcinogen. 

Both the human and mouse genes coding for Polκ� � � POLK for the human 
gene and Polk for the mouse gene) are ubiquitously expressed with the highest 
expression in testis.  Besides Polk, many genes involved in DNA repair and 
recombination functions are also observed to show similar expression patterns.  
However, one unique feature of the Polk genes is that the major transcripts found in the 
testes are shorter than those found in other organs; mRNAs abundantly expressed in the 
testes are about 2.8 kb in length whereas those ubiquitously expressed in many other 
organs (including testis at lower level) are 4.2 kb.  The major and shorter transcripts 
found in testes have a polyA tail immediately downstream of the translation stop codon, 
whereas the longer transcripts have long 3’-UTR containing multiple copies of AUUUA 
sequence (an essential and minimal unit of AREs).  AREs are known to render mRNAs 
unstable when present in 3’-UTR.  Most of the tissues may express these labile mRNAs 
to keep the amount of Polk mRNAs at low levels to avoid unfavorable mutations caused 
by the accumulation of this error-prone enzyme. 
      Some mouse genes are also known to generate shorter transcripts in testes than in 
other organs. One of such genes is Cdcc89, whose expression is dramatically 



up-regulated during spermiogenesis.  The Cdcc89 transcripts found in the testis are 
about 1.5 kb in length while the transcripts found in embryonic brain are 2.3 kb.  
Cdcc89 is an intron-less gene, and the two kinds of transcript have the same coding 
region, differing in the length of 3’-UTR.  It seems plausible that a same mechanism 
operates to generate shorter transcripts of the Polk and Ccdc89 genes, making shorter 
3’-UTRs.  
       CstF-64 is a protein essential for polyadenylation of mRNAs, involved at the 
cleavage process of nascent transcripts in the downstream of the canonical polyA signal 
sequence AAUAAA.  Recently, it has been found that a new form of CstF-64 (named 
τCstF-64) is most highly expressed in male germ cells, which may cause the differences 
polyadenylation site selections between somatic cells and male germ cells.  We are 
planning to test whether τCstF-64 may be involved in making shorter Polk and Ccdc89 
transcripts in testes.    
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